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Understanding Organizational Context
In a business environment in which strategy can change quickly and in which global enterprises
need to show sensitivity to local conditions while maintaining a worldwide strategic alignment,
coaching will deliver full value only when it involves multiple stakeholders, perspectives and
dimensions. Coaching that takes fuller account of organizational context represents the next
stage in the evolution of its art and science.
Today’s coaching engagements need to be described more as coaching with an organizational
consulting perspective and capability. The one-to-one encounter between the coach and leader
remains fundamental. The leader continues to work with the coach to set the objectives of
coaching. Other stakeholders, however, should be factored into the process. They include the
leader’s manager, who not only helps define the expectations surrounding the coaching
engagement but also takes responsibility for creating an enabling environment supporting the
leader’s post-coaching development and success. They should also include senior management
and representatives of key functions such as HR, who share the responsibility of articulating the
organization’s strategic objectives and consulting with the coaching effort to ensure that the
coaching and strategy agendas are properly aligned — in other words, that the organizational
context is made relevant. Informed by organizational strategy, as well as by the organization’s
culture, values, processes and structure, today’s coaching can become a powerful mechanism
for impacting the entire organization. Coaching needs to be regarded not only an individual
event but also an organizational process driving systemic change.

Using a Business Value Chain
A specific mechanism by which a coaching engagement ensures that strategic objectives are
translated into a practical agenda for coaching is a Business Value Chain.
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The Business Value Chain charts a path to achieving such strategic goals as increasing market
share, revenues and profits by addressing the following areas, for example:

Leader Competencies

Organization Capabilities

Business Outcomes

Developing talent

Talent management

Talent retention

Customer focus

Service excellence

Customer loyalty

Strategic thinking

Goal clarity/alignment

Strategy-driven culture

With the aid of their coaches, leaders examine the competencies they must develop in order to
expand those organizational capabilities tied to desired business outcomes and strategic goals.
Actual coaching begins only after the organization’s Business Value Chain has been properly
vetted. The Business Value Chain then serves as a practical guide for the entire coaching
engagement.
This strategic approach to coaching delivers three major benefits. First, it takes a comprehensive
approach so that coaching not only improves individual performance but impacts the entire
organization. It ensures that the leader’s interpersonal, leadership and strategic skills are aligned
with the organization’s desired leadership brand. Furthermore, leaders who emerge from multicoaching engagements share a new sense of common purpose and direction.
Second, this approach ties coaching outcomes to organizational strategy. Coaching is often
tactical in orientation. Leaders tend to develop generic capabilities identified as “gaps” separate
from the leader’s unique context. A next generation approach to coaching, by contrast,
integrates coaching with organizational context and strategy. Leaders develop broad capabilities
relevant to realizing the organization’s strategic objectives now and in the future.
Finally, a strategic approach to coaching supports the development of an organization- wide
coaching culture. Addressing the broader context in which the leader operates, it takes into full
account the role of managers, colleagues, business strategy, culture and processes. Using
insight, tools and experience the organization creates an environment conducive to the success
of the newly coached leader and of the coaching of other leaders.
A Business Value Chain can be used to set goals at the level of the individual. It provides a line
of sight allowing the leader to identify objectives at all three linked levels of performance,
where development at one drives improvement at the next. Targets and metrics are established
at the outset and the leader’s proficiency at achieving targets is assessed both before and after
each coaching engagement or according to designated timelines. Improvement in outcomes predefined by the organization and the achievement of strategic objectives become the ultimate
yardsticks of coaching success, especially where the coaching engagement involves multiple
leaders.
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Measurement – Proving it Delivers
But how do we measure success? Coaching, focusing on individual performance largely takes it
on faith that enhancing the leader’s capabilities will eventually yield palpable business results.
Right Management conducted a survey of human resource professionals, in which fully 46% of
respondents indicated they conduct no tracking of coaching effectiveness whatsoever, while
only 14% conduct formal assessments both before and after coaching.

Of those who do track, about a quarter measure leader satisfaction and a third measure
coaching’s effect on behavior. Only a third again measure coaching against objectives and a
mere 11% measure return on investment (ROI).

With its emphasis on transparency, strategy and organizational impact, the next generation of
coaching can offer new opportunities for measuring the success of the coaching assignment.
This can be accomplished by defining a clear set of success targets and adding accountability to
coaching programs by embedding measurement of business outcomes in the coaching process.
Determined before coaching begins, metrics include before-and-after and/or control group
assessments. They measure performance by both the organization and the individual leader.
Organizational success measures can also be used to set goals and evaluate progress at the
business unit or enterprise-wide level. This approach defines the overall purpose of a multipleleader coaching program and determines the program’s effect on productivity, strategic change,
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employee engagement, as well as on promotion and succession, leadership brand alignment and
talent attraction and retention.
With more initial and sustained attention paid to aligning coaching goals with desired business
outcomes, the practice of coaching will better serve organizations taking advantage of this very
focused and personal approach to developing leaders.
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